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A divisibility property of certain products of factorials 
by 
J. van de Lune 
ABSTRACT 
Recently RUDERMAN conjectured that for n,a 1,a2 , ... ,an E JN the 
fraction 
is actually an integer. 
In this note it is shown that RUDERMAN's conjecture is correct. 
KEY WORDS & PHRASES: divisibility, factorials. 
In 1875 it was shown by BOURGUET (c.f.[l; p.63]) that if n E IN, 
n ~ 2 and a 1,a2 , ••• ,an are positive integers then the fraction 
( j ) 
is actually an integer. 
Recently it was conjectured by RUDERMAN (c.f. [2]) that if n E IN 
and a 1, ••• ,an are positive integers then the fraction 
(2) 
is still an integer. 
The main purpose of this note is to prove that RUDERMAN's conjecture 
is correct. 
PROOF. The main tool in our proof is Legendre's well known factorization 
formula for the factorial 
(3) (m E IN). 
Let p be any fixed prime. 
CASE 1. p 7 n 
The exponent of pin the numerator of (2) 1.s 
(4) 
and the exponent of pin the denominator of (2) is 
00 
(5) (n-1) n oo fak] I I l-pi + I 
k=I i=I i=l 
ra 1 + ••. +an l 
l pi J. 
so that pis going to survive if (4) ~ (5). Hence, it suffices to show 




we see that (6) may be written as 
(8) n r nrk l l lnqk + pi J 
k=l 





and the proof of case 1 is complete. 
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CASE 2. p I n. 
We write n = m•pa with (m,p) = !. The exponent of pin the numerator 
of (2) is again given by (4), whereas its exponent in the denominator is 
(12) (n-l)a + (n-l) l l - + l I n Il 00 rakl 00 fa + ... +al 
k=l i=I LpiJ i=1. pi J' 





( I Sa) 
Now observe that 
n 00 Cl 
(4) = I I rmp akl = 
k=l i=I l pi J 
n 00 
I { a-1 a-2 + I = mp ak + mp ak + ... + mak 
k=l i=I 
n f a I 00 lmakl} 
= I 1.m~ .E__:_ + I l pi J :::: k=l p-1 i=l 














fak] ak + mI I . 
k=I i=l lpi 
that 




and let e be the largest integer such that 
( I Sb) 
a + ••• +a I n 









~ I ~ 
p-l k=l ¾: 
n e(k) 
(n-l)a + (n-m-1) L l 
k=l i=l 
(since p I n =;>pa> I~ n > m ~ n-m-1 ~ O) 
equivalently, that 
1 
n n 1- e(k) n-m I p (17) ~ (n-l)a + (n-m-1) I ak p-1 k=l k=I 
I 
n 1--e 
+ ( l ak) _P_ 
k=I p-l 
which may be simplified to 
( 18) n-m-1 p-1 





From the definition of the numbers e(k) and e it follows that it suffices 
to show that 
(19) n-m-1 I •n+->( 1) p-1 p-1 - n- a 
or, equivalently, that 
(20) n(n-m) ~ (n-l){l+a(p-1)}. 
If m= l we have by Bernoulli's inequality 
(21) n = p0 = {l+(p-1)} 0 ~ I + a(p-1) 
and (20) follows. 
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If m;?: 2 we observe that (20) may be rewritten as (note that n CL = mp ) 
(22) n ;?: l+a(p-1) 
n-1 m pa-1 
Since 
(23) n ;?: 2 
n-1 m > m 
and 
(24) I +a ( p-1 ) = ___ I _+a--'-'( p._-_1...:.) ___ ;:;; 
pa-I (p-l)(l+p+ ••• +pa-1) 
our proof is complete. 
l+a(p-1) = 
(p-1) a I + l :s; 2 a.(p-1) 
REMARKS. 1. From the above proof it also follows that if n is not a pure 
prime power (so that m;?: 2) then formula (20) holds true with;?: replaced 
by> so that the fraction 
(25) 
is still an integer. 
( ) . . e 1 e2 e 8 • h Here Sn is defined as follows: If n = p 1 p2 ·••Ps is t e 
canonical prime factorization of n E 1N then 
(26) 
2. Similarly as in the above proof one may show that 
(27) (na 1) ! ... (nan)! 
-------- E ]N • 
However, (27) is a special case of the more general fact that 
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(28) 
( ')n( , 1)n n. a 1 •••• an. 




E ]N • 
During the preparation of this note R. TIJDEMAN suggested the following 
proof of (29),(compare [l;p.57]). 
If k and a are positive integers then 
(30) a! I (ka-l)(ka-2) ... (ka-a) 
and 
(31) a! I ka(ka-l) ... (ka-a+l) 
so that (by subtraction) 
(32) a! I (ka-1) •.. (ka-a+l){ka - (ka-a)} 
and hence 
(33) a!k I ka(ka-1) ... (ka-a+l) 
From this it is clear that 
(34) n (a!) n! n = TT 
k=l 
(a!k) I (na) ! 
(ka)! 
= _,.(_,.( k----1....,.)_a.,,_) -=-! ' 
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